
STAT2450: Assignment 1 – Due: January 26, 2016 by 11:59pm

E-mail your submission to: kallada@cs.dal.ca before the assigned due date. This assign-
ment covers material taught up to and including Lecture 6.

No late submissions will be accepted. Assignments are to be completed individually.
Collaboration on assignments will be treated as plagiarism and will be dealt with as per
Dalhousie’s academic integrity policy.

Part 1: Concepts in Data Mining

1. In data mining, we must construct a fixed-length feature vector representation for
every observation before applying data mining methods on it. Describe three valid
features that we could potentially extract from a physical fruit to predict the type of
fruit and train a classifier that could correctly distinguish between fruits. [1 Point]

2. For each of the examples listed below, specify which of the four data mining branches
that we could solve it with. Justify your reasoning with a single sentence for each.
[3 Points]

(a) Discovering different groups of customers

(b) Forecasting the wind speed based on previous historical collections

(c) Predicting whether a patient has a disease based on previous collected genes
who have had the disease.

3. Why does clustering not fall under the paradigm of supervised data mining? Justify
your reasoning with a single sentence. [1 Point]

4. We are given the following labeled observations of animals.

Height (cm) Weight (lb) Animal
21 25 Cat
20 23 Cat
22 25 Cat
34 10 Parrot
30 8 Parrot
30 30 Parrot
31 9 Parrot

(a) Create a scatter plot with all our observations using Height and Weight as fea-
tures and the Animal as our label. [1 Point]
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(b) Using your visual instincts, draw a viable line that distinguishes between the
classes. Using this classifier, determine the classes of the following feature vec-
tors: < 30, 10 > and < 3, 7 >. [1 Point]

(c) In many data sets there are noisy or outlier observations, which can distort our
trained predictive model. In the real-world, noisy observations typically do not
get identified and result in bad predictive models when data mining methods
are applied. Using your visual instincts, which of observation(s) should we
discard in the training data when constructing the predictive model? Justify
your response. [1 Point]

5. We have three candidate predictive models shown below automatically generated
to solve the regression task of predicting variable y given a another variable x. All
three models are approximations of the underlying function given only the pro-
vided training data.

Recall that supervised data mining is difficult due to the issue of picking one of the
infinite number of potential predictive models. The true underlying relationship is
denoted by the green function.

(a) Out of the three models, which one would provide the most accurate predic-
tions in the real world? Justify your answer. [1 Point]

(b) Which of the three models obtains the highest performance on the training
data? Secondly, discuss the real-world performance of this predictive model.
Justify your answers. [2 Points]

(c) Which of the three models overfits on the data? Justify your answer. [1 Point]

(d) Which of the three models underfits on the data? Justify your answer. [1 Point]

6. Spam classification is a data mining challenge faced by e-mail providers like G-mail.
Most modern spam classifiers use term counts for a specific pre-defined set of terms
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as the extracted features for developing a classifier. This is called the bag of words
approach for representing text in a table.

Say that we are provided with the training data below:

Prince Money iPods Toys Games Cats Spam
4 1 4 0 3 2 Yes
0 5 1 2 2 0 Yes
2 0 0 0 2 1 No
3 0 2 4 0 1 Yes
2 0 2 1 1 4 Yes
3 7 1 5 2 0 No
0 1 4 2 3 0 Yes
0 1 2 0 5 0 Yes
3 0 1 0 2 1 No

Determine by hand whether the following e-mail is spam or not spam using 3-Nearest
Neighbours:

Prince is a great musician and gives a lot of Free Money to the audience. Free Candy
Bars, Free Cake as well. I hope you will be able to make it! I’m leaving my Cats with
Sandra for this event.

Sincerely,
Jerry

The distance formula between any two vectors u and v is denoted by:

d(u, v) =
√
(u1 − v1)2 + (u2 − v2)2 + ... + (un − vn)2

Show your work for determining the prediction. [3 Points]

Hint: This new observation is in its raw state. We’ll need to represent it first as a
feature vector in correspondence with the training data. Afterwards, we will apply
KNN by finding the K closest feature vectors in our training data and do a majority
vote on them to make our final prediction.

7. As of writing, data mining is automating many processes in the medical field in
order to save time and provide care for more patients. Below is a training data set
for predicting how effective a drug will be on a given patient.
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Blood Glucose Mass (g) Carbohydrate Consumption (g) Insulin Mass (mg) Diastolic Blood Pressure (N) Drug Effectiveness Ratio
100 150 5812 40 0.95
125 101 2521 63 0.882
115 47 1001 91 0.8282
112 35 4513 28 0.481
118 45 2531 32 0.381
100 57 1032 40 0.281
101 70 3721 31 0.2381
104 85 2521 67 0.12712
105 27 100 43 0.841

Doctors collected data from a number of patients and extracted certain features re-
garding each patient and afterwards administered how effective the drug was on
their condition. The goal is to predict how effective this drug will be on any new
patient.

After training a CART-based decision tree regressor on this training data, we were
able to train the predictive model shown below.

Answer the following questions below.

(a) Using that decision tree, predict the drug effectiveness ratio on this patient
denoted by the feature vector: < 90, 57, 3781, 29.7 >. [1 Point]

(b) What would K-Nearest Neighbours with K set to 3 give us for that same feature
vector? [1 Point]

(c) According to this decision tree, what is the most important f eature for predict-
ing drug effectiveness? Justify your answer. [1 Point]
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(d) There is a lot of controversy around using data mining methods in the real-
world due to potential erratic behaviour. What property does decision tree-
based predictive models possess which makes them preferable for sensitive
applications such as this? [1 Point]

(e) After constructing a predictive model, why are decision trees faster to make
predictions than KNN? [1 Point]

Part 2: Programming with R

1. You are given f ahrenheit.csv, a list of temperatures in Fahrenheit and asked to write
an R script which creates a celcius.csv file which contains the corresponding Celcius
conversions for each observation. The formula for converting Fahrenheit to Celcius
is shown below. Provide R code for your solution. [Link to DataJoy Template] [5
Points]

2. You are given messy.csv containing submissions for an online form regarding regis-
tration for an event. These files contains raw submissions from the online form and
we want to filter these submissions to only show viable event attendees. Write an
R script to generate clean.csv with the constraints listed below. Provide R code for
your solution. [Link to DataJoy Template] [5 Points]

(a) All attendees must be over 19 and younger than 70 years old

(b) Names can only have letters from A–Z and spaces in them

(c) Favorite food can be only one of Salad, Pizza, or Pasta

3. Credit card fraud remains a large problem in the online financial industry today.
Online payments companies such as Stripe and PayPal have assembled dedicated
data mining teams to predict and alert when fraudulent transactions are detected.

Write an R script for predicting credit card fraud given various characteristics of that
transaction. We are given the following features for each transaction in train.csv:

(a) amount current: Amount of Current Purchase

(b) amount previous: Amount of the Previous Purchase

(c) time since last: Time Elapsed Since Last Purchase (in Minutes)

We are also given the associated label for each transaction, which is denoted by the
f raud column. Write an R script to train a K-Nearest neighbours classifier to predict
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the 25 unlabeled observations in unknown.csv. The number of neighbours taken
into account should be 3. Your script should create a file called predict.csv with
the corresponding predictions. Provide R code for your solution. [Link to DataJoy
Template] [5 Points]

4. In 1994, the US census collected data regarding the salary bracket earned by individ-
uals and various features of each individual such as age and education. The classes
in this data set are: > 50k and ≤ 50k corresponding to the economic bracket of each
individual. Motivated by understanding the important traits for determining salary
brackets, we will employ decision tree learning on this data set.

Write an R script that train a decision tree classifier on the provided training data
which then visualizes the constructed decision tree itself.

Provide R code for your solution. [Link to DataJoy Template][5 Points]

5. Data mining practitioners frequently face the challenge of effectively representing
their data in a table format. Some observations do not lend themselves naturally
to being formatted in a table. Recall that in spam classification, raw text data is
converted to a table representation using the bag of words strategy.

Sentiment analysis is the task where we want to predict whether a given text is
positive or negative. The motivation here is that we can construct a classifier to reject
incoming rude comments on a website. With this in mind, answer the questions
below:

(a) Given a series of raw text observations in raw.csv, write an R script to create a
train.csv file which contains columns for sucks, good, awesome, terrible, which
correspond to the associated word counts. Your generated train.csv file should
look like this:

sucks, good, awesome, terrible
1, 0, 0, 2
0, 0, 1, 0
0, 0, 0, 0
1, 0, 0, 5
0, 1, 1, 0

Provide R code for your solution. [Link to DataJoy Template] [3 Points]

(b) Our training data contains no labels. While extracting features is easy, labels
are difficult to collect – because a human will have to go in and provide that
information.
For example, in G-mail’s spam classification, some poor fellow had to manually
label each e-mail in the training data as either spam or not spam (on thousands
of e-mails) and then add this label column to the table.
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Only after we had labeled training data, we could run a supervised data mining
method to estimate the underlying relationship between features and labels.
For each of the five observations, manually suggest the corresponding label. [1
Point]
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